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CLEANROOM TOOL BAG SPECS  

 

 

 

 

Item Code CU206T-SMALL-ESD 

Description ESD Safe Messenger Style Tool Bag Full Covered 

Dimensions 14” x 9” x 2.5” ( 36 x 23 x 6.5 cm )     Thickness: 0.04cm 

Material ESD-safe PVC 

Color Transparent Honeycomb Pattern 

Surface 

Electrical 

Resistivity 
less than 10+5Ω/ 
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Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆ To further protect the sensitive components, this ESD safe bag is your top 

one choice when handling electronic component. 

 

◆ Messenger style bags, for engineers working in/between cleanroom and in 

semiconductor industry. 

 

◆ Full-covered ESD-safe PVC bags are available to meet your highest standard 

for cleanroom supplies. Including straps and main body, this model of bag is all 

covered with ESD-safe PVC to make cleaning easiest. Its full-covered feature 

protects the bag from dirt, grime, and any spills. 

 

◆ Transparency is designed for you to easily see through. Clear bags can be 

used not only in cleanroom working environments but can also be applied where 

transparency is required, such as airport and stadium sporting events for security 

reason. 

 

◆ Adjustable straps are designed to disperse weight for more carrying comfort. 

 

◆ Spacious main compartment and one additional compartment in the front 

make organizing and storing personal items and tools extremely easy. 
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